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ABSTRACT

We propose a new technique for separation of sources
from convolutive mixtures based on independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA). The method allows coherent
processing of all frequencies, in contrast to the tradi-
tional treatment of individual frequency bands. The
use of an array enables resampling of the signals in
such a way that all frequency bands are effectively
transformed onto the centre frequency. Subsequent
separation is performed “all-bands-in-one”. After res-
ampling, a single matrix describes the mixture, allow-
ing use of standard ICA algorithms for source separa-
tion.

The technique is applied to the cocktail-party prob-
lem to obtain an initial estimate of the separating para-
meters, which may further be processed using cross-
talk removal or filtering. Experiments with two sources
of speech and a four element microphone array show
that the mixing matrix found by ICA is close to the the-
oretically predicted, and that 15 dB separation of the
sources is achieved.

1. INTRODUCTION

A vast number of techniques have been developed for
blind source separation (BSS) and extraction (BSE) over
the last decades, and the field of BSS and BSE spurs
hundreds of paper every year (see [1] for a recent sur-
vey).

Many BSS techniques are based on the transition
from time domain convolutive mixtures to frequency
domain instantaneous mixtures. A well known prob-
lem with this approach is the permutation and scal-
ing inconsistencies which leads to a ”re-mixing” of
the sources when the frequency separated sources are
transformed to the time-domain. As a consequence,
numerous papers have been published that deal with
this inconsistency, for a recent overview see [2, 3].

An interesting comment about the limitation of fre-
quency based BSS was made by Araki et al [4], show-
ing that such techniques are essentially limited by the
performance of an adaptive beamformer. This is down
to an argument that works across each and every fre-
quency: The echoes from the echoic environment will
appear as directional signals coming into the array, es-
sentially taking the place as “new signals”. For every
frequency, it holds true that the limitations in the num-
ber of zeros that can be placed over the angular dir-
ections is limited, and that a tradeoff must be struck
between the strength of the signal in the direction of
the desire, and the various suppression levels that can

be put on other directions. A direct consequence of
Araki’s statements, is that frequency-band based BSS
is heavily overparamaterized: Since the optimal res-
ult is obtained by zero forcing in the same positions
along all frequencies, separation could ideally be de-
rived for all frequency bands by “extrapolating” the
zero-forcing settings estimated for a single band. As-
suming all sources to occupy the same frequency band,
or that no source separation can be based on frequency
contents alone, it follows that performing ICA on each
and every bin is a potential waste of computer power,
since analysis of the bands essentially outputs the same
directional separation-information. Given the limita-
tions of frequency-based BSS, post-filtering and cross-
talk removal is necessary to improve separation.

Other scientists pursue the time-domain approach
[5] to avoid dealing with this inconsistency, but such
methods easily become very complex. Yet others use
combined approaches, a recent method computes in-
version filters in time domain while using a cost func-
tion in frequency domain [6]. Time-frequency signa-
tures [7] is a powerful tool that may be used for separ-
ation even in cases where there are more sources than
mixes.

We propose a technique which has the poten-
tial for utilizing advantages of both time-domain and
frequency-domain BSS. By using spatial resampling
along the array direction in the temporal frequency do-
main, every frequency band of the original signal is
”forced” onto the same spatial frequency. This enables
an ICA-like representation of the BSS problem, avoid-
ing the use of multiple frequency bins and the resulting
permutation inconsistency. We present real-life exper-
iments based on this approach and discuss its limita-
tions.

It should be noted that we are no longer attempt-
ing the ”original” cocktail-party problem, but rather a
modified problem with a lower number of estimated
separation parameters than would be required for per-
fect separation in an echoic envirmonent. In [8], the
authors propose a technique which incorporates know-
ledge of the microphone setup. However, the proposed
techniques do no not involve the spatial resampling
key step we propose here, and is hence quite different
from the material in the present paper.

2. METHOD

2.1 Signal model

The use of independent component analysis for blind
separation of independent sources requires observa-
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tions of the form
x = As, (1)

where x ∈ RM a vector of observations in M mixes , s ∈
RN is a vector containing samples from N independent

sources and A ∈ RM×N is the mixing matrix describing
how the sources are observed.

The time-domain model for the cocktail party is
more complex. To build intuition around the problem,
we first consider a simplified, anechoic model, with no
distortion effects at the microphones. Each observa-
tion, x j(t), for j = 1, . . . , M can then be modeled as

x j(t) =
N

∑
i=1

si(t) ∗
1

ri j
δ(t − τi j), (2)

where x j(t) is the output of the jth microphone, si is

independent component i (the ith speaker), δ(·) is the
Dirac delta-function, ∗ is the convolution operator, ri j

is the distance from speaker i to microphone j, τi j is
the sound propagation delay from speaker i to micro-
phone j, and N is the number of speakers. Whereas the
ICA model in (1) does not capture the linear convolu-
tion required to describe the time-delays between the
sources and observation points, the model (2) encom-
passes this possibility. The full convolutive BSS model,
containing possible echoes from multiple directions as
well as filtering and attenuation effects in space, time
and linear equipment distortion is

x j(t) =
N

∑
i=1

si(t) ∗ bi j(t), (3)

where {bi j(t)} is a set of FIR filters describing the con-
tributions of each of the sources indexed by j on each
of the mixes indexed by i. The traditional way to adapt
the echoic cocktail party problem on to the form (1) is
by transforming the observations to the frequency do-
main and treat each frequency independently, avoiding
the convolution. Also, methods dealing purely with
time-shifting and attenuation in the echo-free scen-
ario [9] have been proposed. However, these do not
take full advantage of the possibilities of array pro-
cessing.

2.2 Frequency domain representation

Consider the model (2) in the frequency domain. The
observations for one narrow frequency bin can be writ-
ten as

x j(ω) =
N

∑
i=1

ai j(θ)Si(ω), (4)

where Si(ω) is the amplitude of the ith source at fre-
quency ω/2π . Collecting terms from the M mixes

into the vector x(ω) = [x1(ω), x2(ω), ..., xN(ω)]T and
from all the mixes and the one source i into the vector
ai(θ) = [ai1(θ), ai2(θ), . . . , aiM(θ)]T, we can write

x(ω) =
N

∑
i=1

ai(θ)Si(ω) (5)

where ai(θ) contains the time-delays between arrivals
at the different sensors for the ith source. ai(θ) is
known as the steering vector [10] in array processing. In
matrix form, (5) can be written as

x(ω) = A(ω)S(ω), (6)

where
A(ω) = [a1(θ), . . . , aM(θ)] (7)

and
S(ω) = [s1(ω), . . . , sN(ω)]T . (8)

The problem (6) is now on the same form as (1), but
each frequency has to be treated independently.

2.3 Transformation from convolutive to instantan-
eous mixtures

We propose to transform the convolutive model in (2)
to the linear sum in (1) using a technique from array
processing. The transformation requires an array of
sensors with known geometry, as both the temporal
and spatial frequency spectrum of the recorded wave-
field must be captured. With this knowledge, spatial
resampling is performed along the array direction for
each temporal frequency band, effectively transform-
ing the observations onto the ICA form.

2.3.1 Spatial frequency: The wavenumber

First, we explain the term spatial frequency, which is
central in array signal processing. Imagine an acous-
tic wave measured in a single point in space and con-
sider the temporal frequency of the signal. The ques-
tion at hand is then how many times the signal oscil-
lates within a given time span. Of course, a speech
signal consists of many superpositioned waves oscil-
lating with different periods, giving a whole spectrum
of frequencies. Moving on to spatial frequency, the ques-
tion is slightly different: If the wavefield is observed,
not in a single point, but along a directive line seg-
ment in space, how many times does the wave oscil-
late within the line segment? This situation is illus-
trated in figure 1, which shows a narrowband, plane
wave propagating in the xy-plane. The solid lines are
the wave-fronts, meaning the lines of constant phase
of the travelling wave, and the arrow indicates the dir-
ection of propagation. The number of periods of the
wave fitting into a line segment of limited length in the
xy-plane gives a measure of the spatial frequency in the
direction of the line. Clearly, the spatial frequency will
vary with the direction of the segment. In this example,
if we look towards the wavefront, the spatial frequency
will be higher than if the segment is placed along the
x-axis. To be able to measure the frequency along a spa-
tial dimension, we need access to data sampled along a
line in space. This requires the use of an array.

The spatial frequency along the direction of
propagation is called the wavenumber and is given by

k =
ω

c
, (9)

where c is the propagation velocity of the medium. The

wavenumber vector, ~k, contains the spatial frequencies
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along each spatial dimension of the wavefield, and sat-
isfies the relation

|~k| = k. (10)

By using a linear array of sensors, we sample one spa-
tial dimension of the wavefield, and can estimate the
wavenumber component in that direction. In figure 1
an array is located along the x-axis. The spatial fre-
quency along this dimension is given by

kx = k sin(θ), (11)

where θ is the propagation angle, defined clockwise
with respect to the y-axis. For the remainder of the pa-
per we will refer to the wavenumber component along
the array dimension simply as the wavenumber.

We denote the wavefield along the x-axis z(x, t). By
placing a microphone every d meters we can describe
the sampled wavefield as

ym(n) = z(md, nT), (12)

where m is the sensor number, n is the temporal sample
number, and T is the sampling interval. Similar to es-
timating the temporal frequency of the sampled signal
using the discrete Fourier transform as

Ym(ω) =
L−1

∑
n=0

ym(n)e− jωnT , (13)

where L is the number of temporal samples, we can
estimate the wavenumbers along the array direction as

Y(kx) =
M−1

∑
m=0

ym(n)e− jkxmd. (14)

The wavenumber-frequency response is a summation
over both time and space,

Y(kx,ω) =
M−1

∑
m=0

L−1

∑
n=0

ym(n)e− jωnTe− jkxmd. (15)

For narrowband waves, ω is fixed, and kx will change
as a function of propagation direction of the wave.
If the temporal frequency of the signal is known, the
propagation angle can be found using (11). Figure 2
(a) and (b) shows two examples of sinusoidal waves
sampled in space and time by an eight channel linear
array. Figure (c) shows spatial samples at a selected
point in time. For the wave in figure (a) which propag-
ates in a direction orthogonal to the array, the amp-
litude is the same on all channels, because the signal ar-
rives at the same time on all sensors. The wavenumber
is then zero. For the signal propagating with non-zero
angle, a sinusoidal pattern is evident over the array,
leading to a non-zero wavenumber. Figure (d) shows
the estimated wavenumbers for the two examples. The
corresponding angle of arrival is shown on the top axis.

Broadband waves are described by superposition-
ing narrowband waves with different temporal fre-
quencies. Broadband waves correspond to lines in
wavenumber-frequency space. Figure 3 (a) shows

y

θ

x

Figure 1: Illustration of a plane wave propagating in the xy-
plane.

the estimated wavenumber-frequency spectra of three
broadband waves propagating across a uniform linear
array. For non-zero angles of arrival, the wavenum-
ber increases linearly with frequency, where the slope
depends on the angle of arrival. All temporal fre-
quencies of signals originating perpendicular to the ar-
ray appear with zero wavenumber. Going back to the
frequency domain model of the cocktail-party prob-
lem, the steering vector modeling the observed signal

is simply a(θ) = [1 1 . . . 1]T for all frequencies, hence
no time-delays are required to describe the observa-
tions. For signals arriving at an angle, the steering
vector is frequency-dependent and given by a(θ) =

[1 e jkxd . . . e jkx(M−1)d]T . If the wavenumber was con-
stant regardless of frequency for any incidence angle,
the steering vector would be identical for all frequen-
cies, and a single mixing matrix would describe the ob-
servations of several sources. The problem would then
be of the form (1). Spatial resampling [11] is a means to
achieve that.

2.3.2 Spatial resampling

The goal of spatial resampling is to force all temporal
frequency components of a wave to appear with the
same wavenumber. We choose a center frequency, fc,
where the corresponding wavenumber will appear for
all frequencies. For f > fc the spatial “sampling rate”
is increased by a factor f / fc by interpolating between
samples. Each sample corresponds to a point in space,
given by the sensor location. The original number of
samples are kept, effectively reducing the size of the
aperture as we are throwing away samples at the edges.
For frequencies f < fc, we decrease the sampling rate.
Since we must keep the original number of samples,
the latter case introduces zeros at the edges as inform-
ation is missing outside the original aperture. Figure 3
(b) shows the corresponding frequency-wavenumber
plot of figure 3 (a) after spatial resampling. We see
that all frequency components appear with the same
wavenumber. After the resampling step, the observa-
tions are transformed back to the time domain. Each
temporal frequency component of the observations are
now described by identical steering vectors, and we
have a set of observations on ICA form (1).
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Figure 2: Simulated time-series from an 8-channel linear ar-
ray recording a plane wave propagating with (a) 0◦ and (b)
17◦ angle. (c) Spatial samples at the time instance given by
the arrows. (d) The estimated wavenumber of the propagat-
ing waves. The top axis shows the corresponding propaga-
tion angles.

3. RESULTS

We have evaluated the performance of the method ex-
perimentally with a linear array of four microphones in
an anechoic chamber. The experimental setup is shown
in figure 4. The microphones were separated by 30
cm. Two speakers were placed in front of the array,
each transmitting a different speech signal. The dis-
tance between the speakers was 1 m, giving propaga-
tion angles of 0◦ and approximately 17◦ for the sources,
with reference to the center of the array. The recor-
ded signals were bandpass filtered, passing frequencies
between 300 Hz and 3 kHz. We resampled the observa-
tions spatially, using 500 Hz as resampling frequency.
The sources were then separated with the JADE al-
gorithm [12].

We evaluated the performance of the separation us-
ing the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) for each of the
estimated sources, given by the power in the desired
signal to the power in the interfering signals. The SIR
for source 1 was estimated as

ˆSIR(ŝ1) =

(

E (ŝ1(t)s1(t))

E (ŝ1(t)s2(t))

)2

(16)

where ŝ1 is estimate of source 1, s1(t) is the true source
1 and s2(t) is the true “interfering” source. Both s1(t)
and s2(t) were normalized to unit variance before eval-
uation. This measure assumes that the estimate of
source 1 contains scaled versions of s1(t) and s2(t),
which is a simplification as no filtering effects are taken
into account. The equivalent measure was calculated
for source 2.
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Figure 3: Illustration of the effect of spatial resampling.
The si represent three different broadband waves propagat-
ing across a linear array in different directions. The figures
show frequency-wavenumber plots (a) before and (b) after
spatial resampling.

To evaluate the performance of the method, we first
looked at how well the estimated mixing matrix com-
pared to the theoretically predicted. Note that the the-
oretical mixing matrix relates to the resampled obser-
vations, hence the columns of this matrix is the steer-
ing vectors in (5) with θ = 0◦ and θ = 17◦ for fre-
quency fc = 500 Hz. It is most instructive to look at
the wavenumber response of the steering vectors, as its
peak corresponds to the propagation angle. Figure 5
shows the wavenumber response of the first column
of the theoretical mixing matrix and the corresponding
vector found by ICA. Note that for this, and the remain-
ing plots, wavenumber has been translated to propaga-
tion angle using (11). The dashed vertical lines shows
the true propagation angles. We see that the peak of the
steering vector found by ICA corresponds to the true
propagation angle for source 2.

Rather than looking at the mixing matrix, it is more
instructive to study the unmixing matrix, as its rows
correspond to spatial unmixing filters for each source.
In the directions of interfering signals the response
should be zero for perfect separation. Figure 6 shows
the wavenumber response of the second row of the
unmixing matrix found by ICA, together with the re-
sponse of the theoretical unmixing filter for the second
source. We see that there is a positive gain in the direc-
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Figure 4: Experimental setup.
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Figure 5: Wavenumber responses of the theoretical steering
vector (solid) and the steering vector found by ICA (dashed)
for source 2 ( f = 500 Hz).

tion of source 2, and that a zero is placed in the dir-
ection of source 1. The resulting average signal-to-
interference ratio was approximately 15 dB for the two
sources.

4. DISCUSSION

The success of source separation with ICA on spa-
tially resampled observations demands that no signi-
ficant correlations is introduced between the original
independent sources during resampling. The temporal
frequency contents of the original signals are affected
by the transformation, depending on resampling fre-
quency and array geometry. Closely spaced sources
may be correlated after the transformation and thereby
indistinguishable with ICA.

The present method finds unmixing filters in the
spatial domain, not exploiting temporal correlations in
the observations. As a consequence, echos have to be
treated as new “independent” sources, and we are lim-
ited by the number of zeros that can be forced in the
wavenumber response. In the echoic scenario we need
as many sensors as there are sources and echos for per-
fect separation.

5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new method for blind source sep-
aration of convolutive mixtures based on independent
component analysis. The method treats all frequency
bands simultaneously and thereby avoids the permuta-
tion problem of frequency domain methods. We have
demonstrated the method on experimental data from
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Figure 6: Wavenumber responses of the unmixing filters for
source 2, theoretical (solid) and ICA (dashed). The dashed
vertical lines indicate the propagation angles of each source.

the anechoic cocktail-party problem, and shown good
separation performance.
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